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After two years of implementing Financial Management Information System (FMIS) led H.E Dr. Hean Sahib, Secretary of
State of Ministry of Economy and Finance, who is also a high representative of H.E. Dr. Aun Pornmoniroth, Senior Minister
of Ministry of Economy and Finance, we are now close to accomplish our objectives with a gradual achievement of the Public
Financial Management Reform Program. We, for instance, will continue to closely cooperate with all key stakeholders to enContent
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to start preparing for the second phase of FMIS implementation.
Hence, for 2016, we strongly urge all key stakeholders to contribute
more actively in supporting our project to be fruitful, especially, to
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make the roll-out in key relevant General Departments of the Minis-
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try of Economy and Finance and the Capital-Provincial Treasuries a
meaningful and successful event.

25 Capital-Provincial Treasuries are implanting FMIS
The implementation of FMIS in Capital-Province Treasuries has divided into two phases. During the first phase, starting from
4 to 30 January 2016, later on in second phase from 16 to 27 February 2016, only 16 provincial treasuries had implemented
FMIS. The remaining 9 provincial treasuries had also implemented the FMIS. However, Siem Reap treasuries requested the
implementation to March, 22 2016.

FMIS of ITD is explaining about how to use FMIS to PTs in early of 2016
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Prior to implementation of FMIS in Treasuries, we, functional team of ITD had invited offcials from 25 Capital-Province
Treasuries to Phnom Penh to participate a five days training course about the operation of FMIS located in ITD’s training
room of MEF.

Officials from 25 Capital-Provincial Treasuries was trained about FMIS operation at MEF.

The overall deployment process of FMIS in the Capital-Provincial Treasuries had a significant success as most of the
End-users were having a high interest and actively engaging in implementing the system. Moreover, the implementation
phase I of FMIS have given us vital lessons as follow:

1. Some of the End-users are not able to comprehend and memorize the lessons during the training at ITD yet, thus,
leading to many confusion when doing data entry and transaction in the system.

2. Some of the elder officials are facing with many difficulties and challenges in understanding the system while having limited computer skills.

3. Some of the End-user are just newly recruited; therefore, their knowledge in transaction and accounting system in
treasury is still limit.

Workshop on Champaign and Change Agent Network

These experiences are important tools for FMWG to plan for the next implementation of FMIS in phase II. Prior to the
deploy of FMIS phase I, ITD’s CM Team has organized a training on responsibilities and working strategies to all
change agents from 25 capital-provincial treasuries at the Ministry of Economy and Finance.
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FMIS Change Readiness Assessment Result
One of the main objectives of Change Management team is to ensure the buy-in perception and commitment of key
stakeholders during the project implementation. During the system roll-out phase, the Change Management had conducted a Change Readiness Assessment to understand an insight of stakeholders from Capital-Provincial Treasuries
concerning adaptation of the system in their units or institutes. The assessment had been performed from 28 to 30 of
December, 2015 by deploying survey questionnaires to 128
officers from 23 capital/provincial treasuries.
The result has shown a positive sign favoring the
implementation of FMIS as follows:


The stakeholders feel positive towards the support of
the MEF top leaders in implementing and managing
the FMIS.



The stakeholders feel positive towards the effort of
FMIS working groups for carrying out a constructive
plan for training, and capacity building for implementation of FMIS.

Future supporting activities of Change Management team
In accordance with the experience and result of the assessment, the Change Management team has designed the activity
plans as follows:


Extending the support and training on six modules of FMIS to key General Departments of MEF as well as the 25
Capital-province Treasuries



Enhancing the relation between stakeholders by directly explaining the detail of each module’s function and
advantages



Expediting the process of creating and compiling the Standard Operating Procedure (SOPs) and other policy supporting the implementation of FMIS



Examining and revising the role and responsibility of End-users to ensure the segregation of duty and reasonable
workloads



Maintaining the positive perceptions towards the commitment of FMIS by keeping continuous communication
between senior officials and officers in term of training, workshops, events, and other activities



Flourishing the detail of FMIS by operating communication tools and promoting the role of change agents to enrich
the knowledge, response to questions, suggestions and comments from stakeholders.

If you have any question or suggestion regarding to training course or support etc., please feel free to contact Change
Management Team via phone number at the last page of this newsletter.
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Key stakeholders engagement to urge the implementation of FMIS

No.

1

Key stakeholders

Engagement of stakeholders

Top management:



Being the role model to fellow officials

Top leader



Being strongly initiative, directive, and accepting to ownership of FMIS



Ensuring the success of change



Being directly in charge of overseeing the operation, reducing risk, and dealing

Director and Deputy Director
Department management:
Director

2

Deputy Director and
Capital-Provincial Treasury
Director
End-user:

3

with challenges



Showing a strong support to FMIS implementation




Ensuring the success of change
Participating in every crucial training to enrich the knowledge and skills

Chief Office

regarding

Deputy Chief Office and

to the usage of the system

Technical Official



Following the instruction and procedures of FMIS to gain the best benefit out
of the system

Change agent:



Trying to render all the benefits and knowledge from change agents and Help



Desk to overcome the obstacles
Disseminating information and progress of FMIS to relevant personals and
groups

4



Providing assistance to end-user when facing with any difficulty



Being a focal point where assist and support are offered to the users in need.

The Approval of Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) publication: S001 to S009
On February 05, 2016, H.E. Aun Pornmoniroth, Senior Minister of the Ministry of Economy and Finance, has officially
approved the publication of “Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) document from Purchase Requisition to Payment: S001
to S009”. This publication is a remarkable achievement of the FMWG led by H.E. Hean Sahib, Secretary of State of the
MEF and Chairmen of FMWG.
The document plays a significant role in indicating the business process and relevant stakeholders from purchase requisition
to payment, in order to reduce and coordinate complicated working procedures as well as to clarify the roles and responsibilities aiming to boost effectiveness and productivity of FMIS operation.
The Standard Operating Procedure (SOPs) S001-S009 is the first nine SOPs among more than one hundred SOPs that key
General Departments of MEF will produce and use as guidelines by top managements and officials in accordance with
FMIS that will ensure consistency, accuracy, quality, accountability and on the timely basis which will help eliminating
errors both outside and inside FMIS. SOPs S001-S009 will become a model for the development of other remaining SOPs
and this will accelerate the process of compiling and production of remaining SOPs.
(To retrieve the copies of SOPs, S001 to S009, please go to: http://fmis.mef.gov.kh/news/sop001-009/ )
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Delegates from World Bank paid a visit and studied the progress of FMIS
implementation in Kandal and Phnom Penh treasury
In order to know how FMIS was implemented in Capital-Provincial Treasuries, delegates from World Bank organized a study
tour to Kandal and Phnom Penh Treasury in March 24, 2016.
During the visit, the delegates had shown a very positive interest on the progress of FMIS that has been implemented in the 25
treasuries as well as the commitment of the End-user officials towards the usage of FMIS in daily transaction. The delegates had
contributed a very positive encouragement to officials to continue using FMIS routinely, especially posting all of the remaining
transaction.
The delegates also raised some experiences of FMIS implementation in other countries, highlighting that End-users of
FMIS would normally feel difficult and complain a lot within the first and second month, mainly because they were required to use computer instead of hand writing in data entry, reviewing and approving in the system as well as understand
Business Process in the system.
However, they will find it easier and more beneficial after two or three months of using; they can easily extract report on
daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly, or annual basis. In general, information from the system is accurate, complete, and timesaving since all data will automatically go to the server and can only be generated by stakeholders with authority.

Activities of delegates from World Bank paying and studying a visit the progress of FMIS implementation in Kandal and Phnom Penh treasury
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Acknowledgements letter to 25 Capital-Provincial Treasuries
We, FMIS Project Management Working Group (FMWG), would like to send highly gratitude to all Director, Deputy
Director, Government officials, and all FMIS End-user in 25 Capital-Provincial Treasuries who have been actively
supporting and collaborating with FMWG in implementing FMIS during last January to March 2016.
As a chairman of FMIS working group, H.E. Dr. Hean Sahib wholeheartedly appreciates all officials who have spent their
valuable time participating in the training on the using FMIS prior and during the implementation of FMIS at provincial
treasuries. Also, we are truly happy and fortunate to have such supportive and committed FMWG officials who have gone to
all Capital-Provincial Treasuries to directly train End-user in first and second training.
FMWG is committed to continue contributing supports both mentally and technically to Capital-Provincial Treasuries and
End-user in implementing FMIS and to make it a successful project.

FMIS Help Desk

FMWG has developed a Help Desk for users where they can ask for help or look up for information related to FMIS. Below
are some of the solutions that FMIS working group has solved:


Adjusting FMIS reports namely Trial Balance, National and Sub-National Income Statement and Query Reports such
as monitor voucher reporting, expenditure and income



Creating customer balance report



Adjusting on publishing journal number and letter of advice



Adjusting on process of approval workflow



Adjusting on working list for confirmer



Solving problems related to general computer using



Solving problems for user on daily transaction.
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Technical Meeting with General Department of National Treasury (GDNT)
On Friday March 11, 2016 in GDNT meeting room, ITD – FMWG held a technical meeting with GDNT leaders in order to
increase the work efficiency, solve technical problems and facilitate the implementation FMIS in GDNT. During the meeting, GDNT- FMWG has raised the issues related to FMIS as well as the difficulty of daily operation.
As a result, ITD – FMWG has facilitated and solved the issues raised by GDNT as well as provided the following
solutions :



Increasing the number of End-users in GDNT to accelerate and follow up the operation of FMIS



Preparing and establishing financial report format requested by General Department and key relevant department
aiming to improve the work efficiency of the Public Finamce Reform Program



Examining the root cause jamming the system and internet connection with FMIS supplier and internet provider to
maintain the stability of the system



Completion of interface between FMIS and ASYCUDA system of General Department of Customs and Exise



Organising trianing courses to improve the capacity and knowledge of FMIS users
upon suggestion and need of GDNT.

Technical meeting between FMWG and GDNT
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Congratulation to the 4 winners of the Quiz #2
The winners of Quiz # 2 are:


Mr. Chem Sovanthy, Official at Prey Veng Provincial Treasury



Ms. Ey Solida, Official at Prey Veng Provincial Treasury

Encouragement Reward for 2 participants


Mr. Mao Mony Phirun, Official at Department of Marketing and Finance



Ms. Hou Khim Lika, Official at Kratie Provincial Treasury

Below are the answers for Quiz #2-FMIS Project Newsletter-Issue No. 007-December
1. FMIS modules for Phase 1: BA, PO, AP, AR, CM, and GL
2. Benefits of Standard Operation Procedure (SOP)៖


Save time



Ensure consistent results



Empower employees due to clarity and accountability of the process



Support quality improvement program



Standardize and encourage training for all staff to learn from the SOPs to get understanding on how to perform the
process.

All the winners can claim the special limited edition power-bank at ITD-Ministry of Economy and Finance during working
hours, from Monday to Friday. The winner can contact to Mr. Ly Sovatmuny’s phone number 070 75 20 58 for the prize or further information.

Quiz#3
1. Starting from the commencement of FMIS until April 2016, how many Capital-Provincial Treasuries have
implemented FMIS?
2. How many months would it take to make the FMIS users feel comfortable with the system?

*Note
There will be 2 selected winners who can answer all questions correctly and each winner will get one limited edition PowerBank with a logo of the MEF and FMIS. The names of the winners will be announced in the next volume of the newsletter.
Please send the answers no later than July 31, 2016 to email: chheang_you@mef.gov.kh / chheang_you@yahoo.com
You may refer to the FMIS website and other communication materials that you have in your hand in order to answer the quiz.
***The quiz is not eligible for FMWG, ITD-MEF, and Line Ministries (LMs). Officials from GDD and Municipal-Provincial
Treasuries are encouraged to participate.
Thank You!
For further information, please access: http://fmis.mef.gov.kh/
Or please contact FMIS Change Management Team
Mr. Chheang You
Deputy Director of IT Department and Co-leader of Change Management Team
(Tel: 016 848 545 @Email:chheang_you@mef.gov.kh / chheang_you@yahoo.com)
Mr. Ly Sovatmuny
IT Department Contract Staff and Member of Change Management Team

See you again in the following newsletter!
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